SITE’S CHARACTERISTICS (AGRICULTURAL LAND) TO BE ELIGIBLE:

- **SIZE**: minimum 10 hectares, better if 20, 25, 30 hectares or more.

- **TYPOLOGY**: agricultural land that are flat or tilted at maximum 8 – 10 %. It’s better if they are uniformly tilted; land with variable or not regular inclinations create problems in the panel’s installation.

- **OBSTACLES**: There must be no woods or similar obstacles, because they slow operation and entail costs for the elimination of what creates shadow or obstacles the panel’s installation.

- **FARMHOUSES**: if there were abandoned farmhouses on the ground, it will be useful to verify if there is consensus for the elimination of these buildings. It is useful to know if such farmhouses are registered in the land register or not.

- **DISTANCE FROM THE PRIMARY CABIN**: primary cabin Enel or Terna must not be too distant from the installation. It is not possible to indicate a maximum distance, because this parameter is related to several variables, such as the size of the site too.

- **CONSTRAINTS**: there are no urbanist or hydrogeological constraints that cannot be overcome. Controls on constraints will be led by our technicians, however if there are available information, it is useful to have them.

**CONTROLS**:

1. In a initial phase, it is enough to have Google Earth coordinates with the highlighted ground’s perimeter, that is an illustrated procedure and it is downloadable from the internet page. Coordinates and perimeter allow to verify the closer primary cabin, and therefore costs for the connection to the grid as well. Together with coordinates and perimeter, in the attached file it is enough to include general information on the site (they are downloadable from the internet page as well).

2. Then, it will be necessary to have a cadastral map and a CDU for the control on constraints, that is another important aspect to ensure that the land doesn’t have constraints that will obstacle the next phase.

If this 2 controls will allow to proceed, the site’s dossier will be proposed to a buyer/investor, and after the confirmation, it will be possible to proceed to a prior agreement.

Thank you for your Collaboration!